TWINSON COMPOSITE
FENCING
The natural warmth of wood, the durability and low maintenance of PVC

INTRODUCING THE ONLY
FENCING SYSTEM THAT’S
100% RECYCLABLE

Twinson composite
fencing system
Now tired old wooden fencing or crumbling
concrete fence panels can be replaced quickly and
easily with an innovative new fencing system.
A unique single base material which gives
Twinson Composite Fencing combines nature and

you the best of both worlds, where nature

technology to produce a revolutionary fencing solution.

and technology go hand in hand.
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HARDWEARING. GOOD LOOKING.
LONG-LASTING. RECYCLABLE.

Kind to the environment

Easy to maintain

Twinson composite fencing contains pinewood

Twinson colours will weather gradually but will

that grows quickly in continuously replanted

not require painting or staining. The boards

forests. PEFC accreditation ensures that the

will not split, rot or splinter. They are UV

number of trees harvested are no greater than

stable and resistant to water and insects.

the number replanted and that biodiversity is
retained, giving respect to the natural habitat

The fence kits are easy to assemble with

of fauna and flora as well as soil and climate.

concealed fixings. Planks should be mixed prior
to installation for a natural blended effect.

Twinson fencing will last for years, and after use
can be 100% recycled and reused without any
loss of quality - making it an environmentally
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friendly alternative to tropical hardwood.
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PEACE OF MIND

WHY CHOOSE TWINSON
COMPOSITE FENCING KITS?

Each fence kit comes with posts and
rails in anodised grey or black, and two
different post heights. Each Twinson fence
kit is backed with a 25-year warranty.
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Unique single base material combining
all the advantages of wood and PVC
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UV-stable and resistant to
weather, water and insects
Durable and doesn’t split, splinter or rot
Robust and low maintenance
PEFC certified and 100% recyclable
Easy to assembly with concealed fixing

Fencing panels colours
Apricot

Slate Grey

Hazelnut

Bark

River Stone

Walnut

Turf

Liquorice

Eight colours are offered in the Twinson
fencing panel range, and a choice of two
colours for the post and rail kits.
Twinson fencing contains wood fibres which will
have differences in colour and appearance. Twinson
colours will lighten over time as UV stabilisation takes
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Fencing post colours

place, bringing a subtle effect to your garden.

Black

Grey
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Natural patina without the need
for painting or staining

Wide range of colours to
complement any design scheme
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Deeplas, Birchwood Way, Cotes
Park Industrial Estate, Alfreton,
Derbyshire DE55 4QQ

83380

